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QUESTION 1

A notExists join in a select statement: 

A. Returns a record only if the parent record exists. 

B. Returns a record only if the linked record does not exist. 

C. Ignores the rest of the select statement after notExists join. 

D. Returns a message when neither parent or linked records exists. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

From where can a private method can be called? 

A. From any code once the class has been declared and instantiated 

B. Only from other methods in that class 

C. Only from methods in that class and any sub-classes 

D. Only from other private methods in that class 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the correct syntax when specifying that a class called MyClass2 should inherit methods and variables from
another class called MyClass1 

A. class MyClass2 inherits MyClass1 

B. class MyClass2 extends MyClass1 

C. class MyClass1 extends MyClass2 

D. class MyClass1 inherits MyClass2 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Isaac, the systems developer, has been asked to investigate a problem with a field on a form. The field is an Enum, with
five possible selections. Some of the records in the form show the value as blank, whereas some show the correct text.
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All values of the Enum are seen on at least one record. 

What might cause this? 

A. The values in the enum have been modified and records exist with old values 

B. No label has been specified on one or more of the elements 

C. The data source on the form control has not been specified 

D. The Enum on the field is set correctly, but the extended data type on the field has not been set. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What is true about a class that inherits another class? Choose the two that apply. 

A. The sub-class can use any variable that is declared in any of the main classes methods 

B. The sub-class will run on the client or server as specified on the main class 

C. The methods in the sub-class can be overridden by the main class methods 

D. The sub-class can be constructed and assigned to a variable that has been declared as the main class 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Which is not a composite data type in X++? 

A. Array 

B. Container 

C. Table 

D. String 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following blocks of code can be added in the blank, that will create a dialog with three groups - one for Day,
one for Month and one for Year? Each group needs one field. 

Static void Simple_Dialog(Args _args) 
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{ 

dialog dlg; 

dialogGroup dlgGroupDay, dlgGroupMth, dlgGroupYr; 

dialogField dlgFieldDay, dlgFieldMth, dlgFieldYr; 

; 

if (dlg.run()) 

{ ?} 

} 

A. dlg = new dialog("Date dialog");dlgGroupDay = dlg.addGroup("Day");dlgFieldDay = dlg.addField
(TypeID(integer),"Day");dlgGroupMth = dlg.addGroup("Month");dlgFieldMth = dlg.addField(TypeID
(integer),"Month");dlgGroupYr = dlg.addGroup("Year");dlgFieldYr = dlg.addField(TypeID (integer),"Year"); 

B. dlg = new dialog("Date dialog");dlgGroupDay = dlg.addGroup("Day");dlgGroupMth = dlg.addGroup
("Month");dlgGroupYr = dlg.addGroup("Year");dlgFieldDay = dlg.addField(TypeID (integer),"Day");dlgFieldMth =
dlg.addField(TypeID(integer),"Month");dlgFieldYr = dlg.addField(TypeID(integer),"Year"); 

C. dlg = new dialog("Date dialog");dlgGroupDay = dlg.addGroup("Day");dlgGroupMth = dlg.addGroup
("Month");dlgGroupYr = dlg.addGroup("Year");dlgFieldDay = dlgGroupDay.addField(TypeID (integer),"Day");dlgFieldMth
= dlgGroupMth.addField(TypeID(integer),"Month");dlgFieldYr = dlgGroupYr.addField(TypeID(integer),"Year"); 

D. dlg = new dialog("Date dialog");dlgGroupDay = dlg.addGroup("Day");dlgFieldDay =
dlgGroupDay.addField(TypeID(integer),"Day");dlgGroupMth = dlg.addGroup("Month");dlgFieldMth =
dlgGroupMth.addField(TypeID(integer),"Month");dlgGroupYr = dlg.addGroup("Year");dlgFieldYr =
dlgGroupYr.addField(TypeID(integer),"Year"); 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the advantage of using indexes? 

A. Indexes speed up inserts. 

B. Indexes speed up selects. 

C. Indexes use less data space in the database. 

D. Indexes use less files in the database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9
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Which base type can an extended data type be based on? Choose the three that apply. 

A. Enum 

B. Configuration Key 

C. Utc Date Time 

D. String 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 10

Isaac, the systems developer, is working on a new table that contains information about employees who have used
company cars. He wants to add a relation to EmplTable and it should only show employees who have the status
employee. 

Which relation is the best one to use? 

A. Normal 

B. Special 

C. Field fixed 

D. Related field fixed 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

When can you define a macro? Choose the three that apply. 

A. In a form design 

B. In a macro library 

C. In a class declaration 

D. In a table method 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which function can be used to return a subset of a string variable? 

A. subStr() 
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B. subString() 

C. strFind() 

D. string::substring() 

Correct Answer: A 
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